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Hand Sanitizer 
Bottle Holder 

 

         
 

You will need some reasonable understanding of crocheting terms because I'm not able to provide any additional help.  
You're on your own here! 
MR=magic ring, ch=chain, ss=slip stitch, sc=single crochet, dc=double crochet, tr=treble crochet, sc2tog=single crochet 2 together, 
picot=ch4, ss in 1st ch 
 
Chrochet Hook 2.75mm and yarn appropriate for that size hook, preferably cotton or a cotton blend 
 
bottle sleeve  (My container was 12cm total - 9.5cm bottle with 2.5cm cap, adjust for different sizes) 
chain 18, close to circle with ss 
sc 25 inside the circle 
sc in every stitch for about 20-24 rows (till it fits the bottle) 
ch 25, skip 12, ss 2 to make a large loop, turn and 30sc back along the loop 
ss 2 on last row of bottle sleeve, sc 7, turn 
sc 7, turn 
skip 1, sc 4, sc2tog, turn (5) 
sc 5, turn 
skip 1, sc 1, sc2tog, turn (3) 
sc 3 for about 6-7 rows (till it’s long enough to go over the top of the bottle) 
ch 8, skip 1, ss 1 
Cut yarn. Sew on button. 

 

Decorate bottle sleeve with anything you like: appliqué of flower, butterfly, animals, buttons, beads etc. 
Here are some examples, but be creative and do your own decorating! 
Dinosaur spikes (make 3) 

 

MR with 6 sc 
sc 6 
inc 1, sc 1, inc 1, sc 1, inc 1, sc 1 (9)sc 9 
inc 1, sc 2, inc 1, sc 2, inc 1, sc 2 (12) (for a little larger middle spike do another row of 12 sc) 
On last spike don’t cut yarn, fold spikes flat and crochet ss along the bottom edge of all 3 spikes      

Flower (you can change colour every row for added effect) 

 

ch 1, ss in the dc of the 1st petal, ch 3, ss in dc of the 2nd petal.  
Repeat all the way around to make 5 chain loops 
turn around to right side  
(1 sc, 1 hdc, 2 dc, 1 tr, 2 dc, 1 hdc, 1 sc) in each chain loop, ss between loops, on each petal 1 sc on 
each sc, hdc and dc, 2 sc on the middle tr stitch, ss in between the petals 

   
 

   
Butterfly (you can change colour for the last row for added effect) 

 

MR, ch 3, dc 2, (ch 4, dc 3) 3x, ch 4, ss in top of first 3 ch 
now work wings in order, top 1, bottom 2, bottom 3, top 4, close row with ss in starting stitch 
Top wings 1 & 4: (sc, hdc, dc 2, tr, ch 1, tr, dc 2) in 4ch gap, skip 1, ss 1, skip 1 
Bottom wings 2 & 3: (sc 2, hdc 2, dc, ch 1, dc, hdc 2, sc 2) in 4ch gap, skip 1, ss 1, skip 1 
next row again in order of wings top 1, bottom 2, bottom 3, top 4 
Top wings 1 & 4: 1 sc in next 4 stitches, 1 sc & 1 hdc in next stitch, (1hdc, 1 picot, 1 hdc) in ch-gap, 
1 hdc & 1sc in next stitch, 1 sc in next 4 stitches, ss between wings 
Bottom wings 2 & 3: 1 sc in next 4 stitches, 2 sc in next stitch, (1 sc, 1 dc, 1 sc) in ch-gap, 2 sc in 
next stitch, 1 sc in next 4 stitches, ss between wings 

     

 


